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years, I can say our children never been, spanked. If
spanking relieved any frustration, it was not compensated by guilt
that was felt afterward. If I to release such emotion, di:dn~t-

child :have to as well? did·it ever really accomplish? It was never
related to the it made us all so unhappy. ac-
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1. Norm'an could have written the book and how I'm kicking myself
now for not realizing how right he was when I was so totally involved
and he said, "butt out."

2. My children are confused. They had experienced 14, 12, and 6
years of "good, good mother." How odd for them to now cope with
this friendly, smiling who ·says the strangest things. "I really un
derstand how you feel and I'll gladly discuss it with you, but I know
you'll it out." They resented it. Saw it as a put-down. They didn't
want to work anything out that, under prior circumstances, I would
have done them. I .had to keep friendly and keep cool. I fully
believed and wanted to give it every opportunity to work.

were so pleasantly smooth in our home,the dif-
&JlJl'l,ol~4.g.Jl""". or so I thought at the time, around the oldest

established a pattern of a sometimes difficult un
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years. first course now ended. Even with total awareness of the
concept, I moved very slowly being sure-that I fully understood

I was doing expecting acceptance the children; and I
Norman's full I offered eachch-ildrriy sincere apology for

invading privacy over years. Many, many new practices were
established in our household-a method of sharing responsibility. Both

and Shelley were surprised and encouraged in the satisfaction
they soon found in "doing for themselves." Yet, in some instances, all
three children were quite annoyed. After all, their maid service was
being many years of faithful devotion. Still, to

...,-.... 1"".. ,....,-' the balanced doing
an of could

"""""'''lll''''lt,,..'t' my every move ana-fhoug-ht. ~ also realized that,
assume full responsibility personal

I right to now comment everything
were involved. What a switch was. choice, the

certain sections of the book or listened with in
I related something that I to be of significance.

A"'ll""'II'11~I'II,r"l is not so hard to achieve if you truly

greatest
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concept of the first course is understood, accepted, and
to it becomes the very necessary foundation for accepting the

second course. Course one, in my opinion, approaches the concept
most flexibly. Course two, in my opinion, clearly defines the do's and
don't's. While I do not have the qualifications to analyze my behavior, I
was drastically affected by the involvement in course two. I took this
extremely seriously and often felt physically and emotionally I
questioned my background,my values, my st~ndards, my parenthood
and mostly~MYSELF.In because of the development in
our household-
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called her perfect report cards, year in and year out, DULL. But now a
drastic change was in effect.

If Arty was no longer getting our reaction for his negative, why
should Stacey continue to perform on the positive? It was a very
difficult time. A time when I felt the entire concept to be, not only
wrong, but harmful. Sure we had removed the pressure from Art, but
that didn't miraculously make him a better student. Yet, it was harming
Stacey's marks, her pleasure in education, her attitude in general, and
every door in the house, which she suddenly took to slamn1ing.

Through the constant encouragement of the second Tuesday AM
Group, I reappraised my values. What really came first? A contented
ch.ild or a good mark? A child's own self-confidence or a parent's put
down? How I, the parent, saw the chUd or how the chUd saw herself?
Above all, who owns the problem, they or I? I -reaffirmed my belief in
the concept and passed on to the family the support, acceptance, and
encouragement so vitally necessary for the successful working of the
program. It was not easy but the balance of difficult involvement and

. were always present.

feeling, one thing goes wrong and everything seems
mother had a say in the matter at this point. She

my "new ways." you're brought up
who unfortunately judges people by how

U"'''r,,''nnlV'\ floors, go explain why you no longer
beds. So I did one better. I gave her the book and

Dreikurs' "The Courage to Be Imperfect"
never too to learn. She takes pride in her new found

Alo.lll~JYV,I1(,J'-A"d~.. uses it often, and regrets not realizing many of these points
occasionally she does slip back 'by commenting that

even if she did do everything wrong.

course, second course, third course (Step), 'and
"'~1~"""t"\1hl to be a study group moderator. It's been a marvelous

course. it's not perfect. But we have learned a great
we do indeed have the courage to be imperfect.
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· Stacey truly loves to excel and came back to being her bubbly en-'
thusiastic self i.n a short period of time. She's fantastic company and
has marvelous insight. Her strength of charact~i is most refreshing
.with no peer pressure and no phoney airs.

Shelley is a. confident young lady. She has grown greatly from my
taking this course and the result is an eight year old totally responsible,
capable of making her own decisions and requiring no supervision.
She fs aware and cOl!stantly fascinated by attention getting young
people. She is equally aware of overly involved parents and recently
commented that the course is badly needed by the Brady's and the
Partridges. .

Where are we now? A family of five who respect each other's values
and differences. 'We communicate and cooperate. There are no set
rules. The concept is outstanding but it must be fully understood
before one can expect results. If you the parent hesitate to put
something into practice; if you the par'ent have doubts as to its merit,
how can you possibly expect your children to accept it? I no longer
have preconceived notions or values established for my c;hildren's
future. It took years to undo the "my son, the doctor" syndrome; but
that doesn't miraculously remove those moments when someone
else's grass does look greener-a nine year old neighbor who could
win a popularity contest, a fifteen year old cousin who plans to study
law. Sure, you say to yourself, it isn't always what it appears to be. So
you try to react intellectually and realize that you can find a great deal
of comfort in the fact that our children relate to others with com
passion and under'standing. Through that, they will find satisfaction
and contentment Hopefully, and if not, it will be their problem, not
mine. But, if I .can't contribute' the needed encouragement, .that's my

:probiem', not "theirs. Thei~ .ultimate future is theirs. I cannot take credit
for their 'successes and' will not be responsible for their failures .. We
have worked out a method that still lets me bake cookies and' clean
parts of the house; but no longer .am I taken for granted. I have
removed myself from the preconceived stereotype role of mother. I
.have discovered-with surprise-that, when given the opportunity, the
childten derive the very same satisfacti<?ns for their ta~ks completed.

I've been asked, would I have liked this program better if I had it
when the children were babies? My answer is NO. Certainly the
children would have greatly benefited, but I couldn't have possibly ap- .
preciated it so much if we had not had the opportunities of doubt, as
well as the chance to'share it fully with' the'children. There ha9 to be
the negative to .fully appreciate the positive. .

f' ~ _...

I present my views as a basis of enC;0uragement. I've changed a lot
of my thinking, not only as a mother but as a person. Remel1!ber the



old Dick Van Dyke Show with Dick as Rob and Mary Tyler Moore as
Laura? I was particularly impressed with one segment many years ago
when Laura was aske~ to fill in for Sally at the office. She typed
brilliantly each and every day, always looking as fresh as a daisy. She
served gourmet caliber dinners to Rob each evening and kept a per
fect home. The story line builds on the total perfection of this one per
son, and reaches its climax one day in the office when Rob and Buddy
are stu,ck on:the joke ending' and Laura con~ribute.sthat perfect punch'
line-which was just about what Rob wanted to do-one perfect
punch!! In a very emotional scene, he describes how difficult it's been
for him living with a most perfect person. She tearfully. reveals the
frustrations 6f her own difficulties.' Napping through lunch to give her- .
self enough strength· to stay up all .night, cooking and cleanif?g after
Rob falls asleep. It shocks Laura to discover that Rob res~nted thi~ per
fection. She only wanted to please and yet he resented how well
sh~ functioned, without ever requiring anything. "Good 'mothers" func
tion in much the same manner. 'Do our children resent it? From a
weekly situation comedy, came a most valuable lesson. ·Dr.:Dreikurs
says so much pertaining to this very perfection in .his speech. For me
personally, it's most difficult to change those. values instilled in me as a
very young child and how I resent them now. Hopefully, the'
awareness of them will prevent me from passing them onto my own
children.

A whole new world operis when you realize that the listener is ap
preciated. When it no longer becomes necessary to prove your value
with something of a "can you top this" attitude, and you no longe~ feel
the need to tell someone el.se that they're wrong just so you can be
right.

Our children may not necessarily accept our standards and may
even, as in Rob's case, actually resent them. Our role as parents
becomes increasingly more difficult in our own confusion. Surely our
children must" have standards of respect for laws and courtesies.
Hopefully they will hav~ ambitions .and goals acceptable. by today's
society. The confusion does lie with us,. the parents, who, for the most
part, do not know how to go a'bout encouraging children to establish
those acceptable values. Our own' hang-up begins with "what" is ac
ceptable?" ·Where and when should we be involyed ~nd 'where ·and
when is. removal/encouragement necessary? I.agree with Dr. Oscar
Christianson that we cannot expect a child, Qr a!1.yone else for 'that
matter, to make a sensible and drastic decision in their adult life if they
have not been encouraged and respected fortheir decision making at
a very early age. Uninvolvement does not mean disinterest. En
couragement and acceptance becom'e the key to the parent's role.
That key which opens oryto the children's world, not the pare.nt's.
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Advice? If you haven't spent time with your children, do so now.
I've been accused of bribery because I requested uninterrupted,time
periods when my children were quite young. Set a timer and then
return the courtesy by giving them equal uninterrupted time. The un
popular family chore is often shared by mutual time arrangement:,
Bribery, compromise, bargaining? Call it what you will. When
something must be completed and everyone partici.pates, around our"
house, we call it cooperation!

, Establish family meeting or set a time for regular communication.
Without preaching or-lecturing, don't hesitate to let your, children
know how you really feel~that deep down personal gut feeling. They
want to know. They'll respect you for your honesty as they rea,lly
listen. Then you do the same. They, better than us, recognize a con
cept of equality as opposed to inconsistencies and authoritarian
methods. ,The most offensive of all put-downs is to underestimate
them. It's unfortunate" that some parents do not kno~ the~r children.
Their humor and understanding is unbelievable. Don't regret it when
it's too late. They grow so rapidly. Take it from a mother who stan"ds
just a'bout five feet tall and is physically outgrown by two out ofthiee.
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